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This article explores the convergences and divergences between the Salvation Army,
Eberhard Arnold and the Bruderhof up to . While the secondary literature makes
passing reference to the influence of the Salvation Army on Arnold, no study has examined
what it was about this movement which initially attracted him to it and would lead to life-
long appreciation of the Booths and their Army. This article addresses this gap in the litera-
ture. It argues that it was the Salvationist presentation of a living, Spirit-filled Christianity
as opposed to a dead and establishment-oriented faith in Arnold’s mind that best constitutes
this relationship.

The Salvation Army and the Bruderhof are two comparatively small
parts of the worldwide Church. The international Salvation Army
yearbook for  lists nearly two million Salvationists, and the

Bruderhof is home to around , people including children, with over
, committed members. Yet both denominations or movements
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 The General of the Salvation Army, The Salvation Army yearbook, London , .
 Bruderhof Historical Archive, Walden, NY (hereinafter cited as BHA) to author,

email, June .
 The Salvation Army was expressly not established as another ‘Church’ but as a para-

church ‘mission to the unconverted’ or a ‘movement for the revival of religion’, in the
phrasing of General Albert Orsborn in . While it has always seen itself as part of
God’s people worldwide, it was only in  that the revised international Handbook
of doctrine began referring to the Salvation Army as a Church: ‘One very important
change since the Eleven Articles were formulated and adopted is the evolution of the
Movement from an agency for evangelism to a church, an evangelistic body of believers
who worship, fellowship, minister and are in mission together’: the General of the
Salvation Army, Salvation story: Salvationist handbook of doctrine, London , .
For Salvationist ecclesiology see D. Taylor, Like a mighty army? The Salvation Army, the
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are well-known at a popular level in church circles even if their
respective historical origins and theological emphases are perhaps less
understood.
Beyond a few passing references to interactions in the (mainly

Bruderhof-based) primary and secondary literature, however, no system-
atic attempt has been made to analyse the historical and theological con-
vergences and divergences of these two movements. This article will
address this gap in three ways. Firstly, it will examine the historical interac-
tions between Eberhard Arnold – the founder of the Bruderhof – his
family and other members with the Salvation Army, both before and
after his death in  up to the beginning of the Second World War.
Second it will discuss key theological and spiritual convergences between
the movements and reflect on which Salvationist emphases may have
appealed to the young Arnold. Finally, it will briefly present two areas of
divergence between the two movements.
The central argument of the article will be to suggest that while

other influences such as the Hutterites may ultimately have been
more significant for Eberhard, his early interactions with the
Salvation Army were influential in awakening a radical spirit within
him and significant in starting him on the path towards the founding
of the Bruderhof. It will be argued that it was the Salvationist presenta-
tion of living, Spirit-filled Christianity – as opposed to dead, compro-
mised and establishment-associated religion – that most appealed to
Arnold.

Church, and the Churches, Eugene, OR , esp. pp. –; S. Clifton, Who Are These
Salvationists? An analysis for the st century, Alexandria, VA ; and P. Needham,
Community in mission: a Salvationist ecclesiology St Albans . The Bruderhof has a
similar history of rejecting the institutional Church (Kirche) for the church community
(Gemeinde). On Arnold’s conception of Church as Gemeinde see M. Baum, Against the
wind: Eberhard Arnold and the Bruderhof, Farmington, IL , –, –, –.
Baum writes as an independent journalist, though his work was edited and published
by Plough, the Bruderhof press.

 Baum’s Against the wind, and I. Randall’s Church community is a gift of the Holy Spirit:
the spirituality of the Bruderhof community, Oxford , and A Christian peace experiment: the
Bruderhof community in Britain, –, Eugene, OR , all examine the influence
of the Salvation Army on Eberhard Arnold. The relationship between the two move-
ments is not a focus of any of these studies, however, and they do not look more
broadly to the theological and spiritual foundations of the Salvation Army that would
have appealed to Eberhard. It is this which will be the focus of this article.

 The Hutterites are Anabaptists originating in Europe in the sixteenth century
Radical Reformation from the community founded by Jakob Hutter. For a brief
account of the Hutterites, and Arnold’s involvement with them, see Baum, Against the
wind, –, –.
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Historical interactions

The Salvation Army was founded in  in east London. William Booth,
an ordained minister in the Methodist New Connexion until his resigna-
tion in  and now an itinerant preacher, was invited to speak on 
July  at the Blind Beggar pub in Mile End by the East London
Revival Association. Booth took over the Association on the back of this,
after its chief evangelist had become ill and members had heard him
preach. The name would change to the East London Christian Mission
and the Christian Mission until in  it became the Salvation Army.
Growth in its first decades was swift, and by the time the first Salvationists
began work in Germany in , the movement was already present in
twenty countries around the world.
Rebecca Carter-Chand notes how the movement’s German arm, the

Heilsarmee, brought over most of the same techniques and missiological
emphases that had propelled the Salvation Army into public life in the
United Kingdom: open-air meetings, selling literature and dedicated
social outreach and care. Initially, the Heilsarmee experienced intransi-
gence, suspicion and even hostility from local and national officials, and
it was its ‘aggressive proselytizing that offended Germans the most and
was at the root of the hostility’. Indeed, for most Germans, accustomed
to infant baptism and confirmation, the whole concept of ‘being saved’
or ‘born again’ was ‘confusing and offensive’. The popular weekly maga-
zine Die Gartenlaube asserted that the Heilsarmee was a ‘peculiar’
(merkwürdig) product of English sectarianism, writing: ‘Their agenda,
first and foremost, is a brawly religiousness. It is precisely with this noise
that they make in the streets … that they recruit new members.’
Various state Churches, comprising Lutheran, Reformed and United
Churches, reacted with similar distrust. One Landeskirche publication in
 called the Heilsarmee’s evangelistic methods an exercise in ‘duping
or outwitting its targets’ (ein Art Überlisten).

 The Methodist New Connexion or ‘Tom Paine Methodists’ was a splinter group
within Methodism, formed in  after some leaders in the Methodist Conference
were concerned about power being concentrated with the ministers above the laity.
The Booths’ lifelong distrust of ecclesial authority, nurtured in the Connexion,
would play out in the Salvation Army’s theology of ordination and stress on the import-
ance of the priesthood of all believers.

 R. Carter-Chand, ‘Doing good in bad times: the Salvation Army in Germany, –
’, unpubl. PhD diss. Toronto , .  Ibid. .  Ibid. .

 ‘Die Heilsarmee’, Die Gartenlaube v (), , quoted in Carter-Chand, ‘Doing
good’, .

 ‘Die Heilsarmee’, Realencyclopädie für Theologie und Kirche, vii, ed. D. Albert Hauk,
rd edn, Leipzig , , quoted in Carter-Chand, ‘Doing good’, .
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In  Arch Wiggins offered a distinctly Salvationist perspective on this
period, outlining how the initial work in Germany was ‘very hard, “conver-
sion” being a word rarely used in connection with any proclamation of the
Gospel, and “instant conversion” a term utterly incomprehensible, even to
those who professed to be Christians’. He writes of Salvationists being
routinely mocked, with sneezing powder, stink bombs and bricks thrown
through windows at meetings and beer bottles used to attack Salvationists
at open air meetings. A reporter in the Neues Tagblatte had this to say in
response to a Salvationist meeting in the early days in Germany:

The way the Salvation Army people try to convert others is really against all
manners and customs, and if they could only keep before themselves the
example of our Lord and Master, who did not call his disciples ‘saved,’ they
would not go to such extravagancies. One could only think what a pity if this
sect should gain ground in our country, for it does not represent a quiet and
sober, and serious Christianity, but encourages self-righteousness and spiritual
pride.

Relations with authorities and the public improved slightly towards the end
of the nineteenth and in the early twentieth century, but while the organi-
sation’s social work gained it plaudits, it was still seen as a primarily British
import and its evangelistic methods were treated with scepticism.
In William Booth visited Germany for the first time and addressed a

large crowd in Berlin, the first of twenty-four visits. The work expanded
quickly. In  there were just fifty-three full-time officers and fourteen
‘corps’ (roughly equivalent to a church), but by the eve of the First
World War there were  officers, cadets (trainee officers) and staff,
 corps and , ‘local officers’ (non-officer leaders in a corps).
Social centres also grew: in  theHeilsarmee operated thirteen social out-
reach centres, offering support services for people experiencing homeless-
ness and mothers for example; by , there were twenty-nine of these
stations.
The picture of the Heilsarmee at the turn of the century, then, is one of

swift expansion and growing popular appreciation for its social work but
enduring suspicion from the ecclesial and state establishment – something
not uncommon for the Salvation Army around the world in its early
decades.
It was this Heilsarmee that a young Eberhard Arnold first encountered.

Born in  in Königsberg, Eberhard grew up in an upper-middle-class

 A. R. Wiggins, The history of the Salvation Army, IV: –, Edinburgh , .
 Ibid. .  Quoted ibid. .  Carter-Chand, ‘Doing good’, –.
 Ibid. .  Ibid. .
 The Salvation Army yearbook , London , .
 Carter-Chand, ‘Doing good’, .
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family with a proud intellectual heritage and close links to the state Church.
His father Carl Franklin had grown up in an aristocratic family, and his
mother’s family boasted generations of lawyers, educators and theolo-
gians. In  Carl Franklin was appointed professor of church history
at Breslau University, so the family moved from East Prussia to Silesia.
Biographer Markus Baum notes how reserved and serious Carl Franklin

was, often absorbed in his work. While the family would gather to hear him
read Moravian texts alongside other literature and poems, one question
which would never be broached –much to the growing unease of a
young Eberhard – was that of class difference. He had an active social con-
science from a young age, and ‘it startled him to discover that many people
lived a life far simpler than his, and yet could be happy, warm-hearted and
genuine’.
One such occasion was Eberhard’s first encounter with theHeilsarmee. In

the summer of  Eberhard and his sister visited their mother’s cousin
Lisbeth and her husband Ernst Klein, a ‘militant’ pastor who had been
moved by the consistory of the Silesian Protestant Church after standing
up for workers against the local mill owner. When they arrived in
Lichtenrade near Berlin, they found the parsonage barricaded to protect
it from windowpanes being shattered and to deter threatening messages
after Klein had challenged a choirmaster who he believed had had
indecent relationships with schoolgirls. The witness of Ernst and Lisbeth
shocked and inspired Eberhard who had never encountered such a ‘cour-
ageous, joyful Christianity and a love of Jesus and the poor’.
One day a soldier from the Heilsarmee was invited to a meal. Ernst Klein

called him ‘brother,’ and all present listened to the guest speak of his work
saving souls in poor areas of Berlin. Eberhard was mesmerised by the
witness of this Salvationist.
This encounter was crucial and deeply formative for the young

Eberhard, giving him further impetus and direction towards a radical
and militant Christianity as opposed to the form he grew up with.
Writing about this encounter later, Eberhard’s wife Emmy would stress
that ‘the brotherly way in which these two men conversed, and the love
of Christ which he saw in both, aroused in the sixteen-year-old a deep
longing to find the source of this love for himself’. Eberhard’s sister
also recounts the event: ‘One day, … a Salvation Army man – in those
days much despised and ridiculed by society – was brought to the table

 Baum, Against the wind, .  Ibid. .
 Corrected. The English translation has ‘the Silesian Lutheran Church Counsel’:

Baum, Against the wind, . But see Markus Baum, ‘das Konsistorium der schlesischen
evangelischen Kirche’: Eberhard Arnold: ein Leben im Geist der Bergpredigt, Schwarzenfeld
, .  Baum, Against the wind, .  Ibid.

 Emmy Arnold, A joyful pilgrimage: my life in community, Walden, NY , .
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and addressed by Uncle Ernst as “brother” … Eberhard stood outside their
communion, yet he longed to be like these men.’
Eberhard returned to Breslau disorientated and transformed. As Ian

Randall puts it, ‘After returning from his stay with his aunt and uncle,
Eberhard embarked on an intense spiritual search … Subsequently,
Emmy later recounted, Eberhard “experienced conversion”.’ He began
withdrawing from upper-middle-class society with all its social engage-
ments, much to the frustration and anger of his parents. When he did
attend family gatherings, he would often embarrass them further by speak-
ing of his newfound faith and pointing out the errors of high German
society. He also quickly engaged with the Heilsarmee in Breslau which
worked in the poorest parts of the city with what Eberhard perceived as a
humble and Spirit-filled power. Most of the soldier members were mal-
nourished themselves but went about their work joyfully, and Eberhard
felt ‘right at home in their company’. He soon began preaching at
Salvationist worship meetings, selling Der Kriegsruf magazine (The War
Cry) and challenging passersby to surrender their lives to Jesus.
Still young and naïve, on one occasion Eberhard criticised the appear-

ance of a man on the street, to which a Heilsarmee captain responded,
‘What would you look like if you had gone through all the suffering of
this unfortunate man?’ As will be demonstrated in the next section, the
Salvation Army was not characterised by a revivalism removed from the
concerns of the world, but one which put sacrifice and social responsibility
front and centre, something that would profoundly impact Eberhard and
shape the direction of the rest of his life. As his sister Clara recounted,
reflecting on the Heilsarmee’s influence on him, ‘Along with the [Army’s]
sermons on conversion and sanctification, there was a deep social under-
standing for the outer need of the oppressed masses.’
As he prepared to graduate from high school, Eberhard toyed with the

idea of forgoing university and joining the Heilsarmee full-time – to the
horror of his parents. Around  William Booth himself heard of
Eberhard, presumably through one of his visits to Germany, and personally
wrote to him to ask him to join the ranks of the Heilsarmee. Unfortunately,
the letter has not been preserved. It is referred to by Clara, who notes

 C. Arnold, ‘His way: pictures from Eberhard Arnold’s childhood and youth’,
, trans. from German, BHA, coll. _, box , folder . Archival translations
of German Bruderhof sources have been edited for clarity throughout.

 Randall, Peace experiment, .
 See Eberhard Arnold, ‘The youth of Eberhard Arnold’, manuscript, Sept. ,

BHA, <https://www.eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.
 Baum, Against the wind, .  Ibid. .
 Eberhard Arnold to Emmy von Hollander,  June , trans. from German,

BHA, coll. _.  Baum, Against the wind, .  Arnold, ‘His way’.
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how seriously he took to the proposition though eventually deciding
against it.
Eberhard continued his studies and would never come close to joining the

Salvation Army again, but the association with and influence of the move-
ment upon him would not stop there. During their time of courting,
Eberhard and Emmy von Hollander would read the Booths, and during
breaks from his studies, Eberhard would still join the Heilsarmee on the
streets and corps in Breslau. In June  Eberhard wrote to Emmy report-
ing on his return ‘from the powerfully blessed meeting. The dear major gave
me the entire leadership. The numerous gathered Salvation Army members
greeted me with loud hallelujahs and beaming faces’. In November 
Emmy wrote to Eberhard from Berlin about a Heilsarmee evangelistic cam-
paign she attended where William Booth preached to a crowd of four thou-
sand. Hundreds flocked to the ‘mercy seat’ and gave their lives to Christ.
Later Emmy would declare her desire to ‘become a truly blessed witness for
Jesus, like Catherine Booth’. When Eberhard and Emmy founded the
very first Bruderhof community in Sannerz in June , it consisted only
of them, their five children, Emmy’s sister Else von Hollander and, signifi-
cantly, a Heilsarmee soldier and teacher called Suse Hungar, who inevitably
would have brought aspects of her Salvationism to the community.
While practical interaction between the Arnolds and the Heilsarmee

decreased after the early s, there is still a steady flow of references
by Eberhard acknowledging its influence on him, and some criticism,
until his death in . After moving on from practical involvement with
the Heilsarmee, the Arnolds were clearly influenced by other organisations
and denominations as well. The most significant of these would ultimately
be the Hutterite Anabaptist communities of North America, to which
Eberhard would travel to formalise communion with the Bruderhof in
. While the secondary literature provides an historical account of
the interaction between the SalvationArmy andEberhard, it rarely ventures
into deeper theological analysis of this influence which the primary litera-
ture clearly implies. Indeed, writing to Mennonite historians in ,
Eberhard asserted, ‘Our spiritual origin stems partly from Germany’s
conversion Christianity and revival Christianity (from the circles of the
established church, free-church Baptist circles, and the Alliance circles
connected to G. Müller’s Open Brethren, and the Salvation Army).’

 Ibid.
 Eberhard Arnold to Emmy von Hollander, – June , trans. from German,

BHA, coll. _.  Baum, Against the wind, .
 Emmy von Hollander to Eberhard Arnold,  May , in E. Arnold and E. von

Hollander, Love letters, Rifton, NY , .  Baum, Against the wind, .
 Eberhard Arnold to John Horsch,  Jan. , BHA, <https://www.

eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.
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After Eberhard’s death, connections between the Bruderhof and
Salvation Army continued, in England especially. The Bruderhof had
been under pressure in Nazi Germany for their refusal to acquiesce with
state authorities and ideology, and they eventually had no option but to
leave. Two communities were initially established in the mid to late
s, the ‘Cotswold Bruderhof’ in the Cotswold region of western
England, and ‘Bruderhof House’ in Birmingham. Eberhard and
Emmy’s son Heini and his wife Annemarie were members of the
Cotswold community. Writing from Bruderhof House in , Heini
shares how they had recently been ‘with the Salvation Army. I really have
to tell you that I was deeply impressed’. After recounting various songs
they sang during the meeting and the message from the officer, he
writes, ‘One thing I can really say, every time we come here the contact
gets warmer and warmer. I don’t know whether I shall ever be able to
speak here at all in public, I have not brought up the subject. Perhaps
no one will be brought to the Church through this contact, but I have
the feeling that it will be a contact that will mean something for both
sides.’
On  February  a joint worship service between the Bruderhof and

Birmingham Temple Salvation Army corps was arranged at the Cotswold
Bruderhof. A transcript of the meeting reveals stress on the importance
of unity in a world ‘bound in egoism and sin’, the centrality of surrender
and the fire of the Holy Spirit and the rejection of wealth. It reports that
several songs were played by the Salvation Army band.
The historical source material, then, shows that the Salvation Army

exerted a strong spiritual and theological influence on the Arnolds in
this key formation period leading to the establishment of the first
Bruderhof, and the cordial relationship between the two groups saw
renewed activity in England after Eberhard’s death. While these sources
outline the practical thoughts and interactions between the two move-
ments, however, little theological reflection has been done to assess the
convergences and divergences between the movements. Baum and
Randall are the major secondary sources chronicling the history of the
Arnolds and how the early Bruderhof communities were established.
Both provide historical accounts of interactions with the Salvation Army,
but apart from briefly suggesting the social and spiritual impact, there

 See E. Barth, An embassy besieged: the story of a Christian community in Nazi Germany,
Eugene, OR .  Randall, Peace experiment, .

 Heini Arnold to Annemarie Arnold,  Sept. , trans. from German, BHA,
coll. .

 H. Arnold, meeting transcript, Cotswold Bruderhof,  Feb. , trans. from
German, BHA, coll. , box , folder . Brief reference to this meeting is made in
the Salvationist press: ‘Band Visits Cotswold Settlement’, The musician, London ,
.
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remains a significant gap in this regard. What was it about the Salvation
Army that drew the Arnolds to consider it among the major spiritual
roots of the Bruderhof?

Theological and spiritual influence and convergences

When a teenage Eberhard encountered the simple yet profound witness of
the Salvation Army soldier at Ernst and Lisbeth’s house in  it was a
significant moment. This and subsequent engagement with the Salvation
Army in the following years can most adequately be characterised by the
contrast Eberhard saw between dead Christianity or religion and Spirit-
filled, living Christianity or faith.
The faith Eberhard grew up with under the influence of his family was a

solemn, serious and respectable affair, rarely leaving the confines of upper-
middle class society. It was firmly associated with German high intellectual
society and the Prussian state Church, which ‘meant so infinitely much to
his father’. The Salvation Army that Eberhard witnessed must have
seemed like an alien world to the religion aligned with wealth, power
and patriotism and it captured his imagination.
The Salvation Army has its roots in Methodism (and especially the

branches of Methodism which resulted in what became holiness revival-
ism). As William Booth once declared, ‘I worshipped everything that
bore the name Methodist. To me there was one God, and John Wesley
was his prophet.’ Although it developed some of its own specific
emphases (for example discarding the dominical sacraments in ),
its theological and ecclesial identity can be classified as Methodist, some-
thing made clear by the Christian Mission’s ‘Articles of Faith’ (eventually
becoming the eleven finalised doctrines in ) which are almost identi-
cal to the doctrines of the Methodist New Connexion. While it is not easy to
categorise Wesley himself, who held both conservative and radical views
regarding the state and established Church, the nonconformist tradition
he unintentionally set in motion (often aligned with the Chartist move-
ment) was frequently in tension with the establishment in societies in
which it operated. The Salvation Army largely continued in this vein
when it burst into public life in the mid- to late nineteenth century.

 Baum, Against the wind, .
 Quoted in F. de Latour Booth-Tucker, The life of Catherine Booth, i, New York

, .
 For helpful overviews of Methodism and its interactions with wider society see

David W. Bebbington, ‘Methodism and culture’, in James E. Kirby and William
J. Abraham (eds), Oxford handbook of Methodist studies, Oxford , –, and
M. Edwards, A study of the social and political influence of Methodism in the middle period
(–), Eugene, OR . For accounts of Methodism and Chartism see
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Pamela Walker notes how in its first decades reactions to the Salvation
Army ranged from condescending criticism to outright vitriolic anger.
Its aggressive evangelism, anti-intellectualism and working-class character,
promotion of women in ministry and fanatical theology caused great
concern: ‘The Army was denounced as a blasphemous body of notoriety
seekers, promulgating unsound theology. These charges were made in
the press, from pulpits, and in a mass of pamphlet literature.’ The move-
ment was compared to the Roman Catholic Church in the way it under-
mined English sensibilities and respectability. Andrew Eason argues that
in comparison even with other nonconformist movements (let alone the
Anglican Church), early Salvationist songs were devoid of patriotic
fervour. The Revd Cunningham Geike was concerned that the
Salvation Army would undermine England’s ‘splendid national character’,
which had been formed by the Church of England and would only be
damaged by ‘the fantastic doings of Mr Booth’. As Walker puts it:

William Booth was accused of a foreign deceit that would threaten England’s
national character. Salvationist women usurped a place denied to them by the
Bible and tradition. The sensational meetings did little to teach self-restraint to
those whose excesses were regarded as the source of poverty and social disorder.
The language of Salvationist preaching and hymns threatened the respect and
dignity with which all things sacred were to be held… The dean of Carlisle asserted
the Army’s teachings led to ‘the subversion of the social system and [tended] dir-
ectly to the uprooting of every Christian church’.

Little of this criticism deterred or concerned the early Salvation Army,
however. Indeed, by theological and missiological design, the Booths posi-
tioned their movement as specifically anti-establishment in line with how
they perceived the witness of the New Testament. Catherine Booth was
perhaps the most stringent and articulate on this point. In a series of lec-
tures delivered in , drawn together in a book named Popular
Christianity, she forcefully attacked what she perceived as the dominant
and dormant form of Christianity in Britain of her day:

H. Underwood Faulkner, Chartism and the Churches: a study in democracy, New York ;
Nigel Scotland, ‘The role of Methodism in the Chartist movement’, Themelios xxii/
(), –; and Eileen Yeo, ‘Christianity in Chartist struggle, –,’ Past &
Present no.  (May ), –.

 P. J. Walker, Pulling the devil’s kingdom down: the Salvation Army in Victorian Britain,
Berkeley, CA , –.  Ibid. .

 Andrew Eason, ‘“We’re marching on to conquer all”: the question of imperialism
in early Salvation Army music’, Word and Deed xvii/  (), –.

 Quoted in Walker, Pulling the devil’s kingdom down, .
 Ibid. . For an account of the role of women in the Salvation Army and

Catherine Booth’s thought in particular see Norman H. Murdoch, ‘Female ministry
in the thought and work of Catherine Booth’, Church History liii/ (), –.
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Popular Christianity distinguishes itself by nothing more than by a systematic mis-
representation of right and wrong, calling evil good and good evil. Just as in the
days of Christ the spirit and essence of the law of God was set aside and made of
no effect by traditional interpretations of the letter, so in our time interpretations
and expositions, in direct antagonism to the plainest words of Christ, are palmed
upon the world by many of the official representatives of Christianity.

She expands and illustrates that on themes of wealth, violence and power,
establishment-oriented Christianity is shorn of the fire of the Holy Spirit.
Rather than blaming the establishment itself, which has always offered
temptation to water down the offence of the gospel message, she blames
a weak and compromised Church for this apostasy:

It is a literal fact that in these modern sanctuaries any manifestation of the LIVING
GOD is the last thing expected or desired. Imagine the scare and horror of excite-
ment and the intense surprise if He came, as He did once in an upper room, with
His baptism of fire, in the middle of one of these quiet and soothing services next
Sunday morning! There would be a quicker and more precipitous exit of many of
the professed worshippers than there was from the temple when He drove them
out with a scourge of small cords!

The central theme running through these lectures (and much other early
Salvationist writing) is the challenge to the assumption that Christianity
goes hand in hand with societal respectability. William summarised this
notion succinctly in : ‘The great curse of the church is
RESPECTABILITY. Throw reputation and so called respectability over-
board.’ Indeed, the witness of the early Christians suggests precisely
the opposite: Spirit-filled, living Christianity is an inherently disruptive, per-
secuted, earth-shaking entity – something the Booths felt the Spirit had
inspired in their nascent movement. As Catherine would poignantly put
it later in , ‘Christ did not come to civilise the world, but to save it,
and bring it back to God.’
This strand of Salvation Army theology and missiology was demonstrably

present in the Heilsarmee that Eberhard Arnold encountered at the turn of
the century. Carter-Chand notes how German Salvationists emphasised
anti-establishment elements in the German Reformation and tradition of
German Pietism in the same way that British Salvationists had presented
the Anglophone world with the continuity between the movement and
the transatlantic Great Awakenings.

 C. Booth, Popular Christianity: a series of lectures delivered in Princes Hall Piccadilly, rd
edn, London , .  Ibid. .

 William Booth quoted in F. Booth-Tucker, William Booth: the general of the Salvation
Army, New York , .

 Catherine Booth, ‘Mrs Booth’s last public address [part ]’, The War Cry,  Oct.
.  Carter-Chand, ‘Doing good’, –.
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While Eberhard and the Bruderhof would ultimately not adopt the
Salvation Army’s forceful and direct form of evangelism (‘We are not a
Salvation Army, and we do not want to urge or press anyone’), they
would continue in this tradition of spiritual awakening beyond what they
saw as an impotent dominant Christianity. Reflecting on this influence
later, Eberhard would confirm the importance of the Salvation Army:

Essential to a living Church was the principle of Life. Christianity has nothing dead
… It was this aliveness that gave rise to the social work of rescuing people’s inner
lives … The Salvation Army and the Quakers are widely differing ways of life. Yet
these two, contrasting types though they were, both had a stimulating effect on
our own movement in its beginnings. The Salvation Army did this through awaken-
ing people to repentance and faith, so as to save their souls.

Other points of convergence between Eberhard, the Bruderhof and the
Salvation Army inevitably fall under the wider theme of living
Christianity over dead. For this article, two will be illustrative.
First, Eberhard was clearly influenced by the Heilsarmee’s social witness

and stress upon simplicity, poverty and responding to people’s physical
and social needs. There is ongoing debate regarding the relation
between salvation of the soul and body in the first decades of the
Salvation Army. It is true that certain strands of nineteenth-century

 Eberhard Arnold, meeting transcript,  Aug. , BHA, <https://www.
eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.

 Eberhard Arnold, meeting transcript,  Nov. , BHA, <https://www.
eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>. It is worth noting that as
well as the Salvation Army (and the Quakers), another strand of influence upon
Eberhard in this regard was clearly the reaction against liberal Protestantism repre-
sented by Karl Barth and the dialectical theologians of the German-speaking world in
the early twentieth century. Eberhard read Johann and Christoph Blumhardt, who
had led an evangelical renewal in the mid- to late nineteenth century and whose
work profoundly impacted Barth: see Baum, Against the wind, –. For an account
of the Blumhardts see F. Zuendel, Johann Christoph Blumhardt: a biography, ed.
Christian T. Collins Winn and Charles E. Moore, trans. Hugo Brinkmann, Walden,
NY . Eberhard interacted with Barth at various points in his life and was present
in  when Barth – fairly unknown at the time – took a conference by storm with
his message of the radical ‘otherness’ of God: see Baum, Against the wind, –.
There is no indication that German Salvationists interacted with the work of the
Blumhardts, and there is little interaction between the Salvation Army and the work
of Barth, apart from Taylor’s Like a mighty army which specifically draws Salvationist
ecclesiology into conversation with Barth’s.

 See A. Woodall, What price the poor? William Booth, Karl Marx and the London
residuum, Aldershot ; J. Fairbank, Booth’s boots: social service beginnings in the
Salvation Army, London ; D. Pallant, Keeping faith in faith-based organizations: a prac-
tical theology of Salvation Army health ministry, Eugene, OR , –; J. D. Waldron
(ed.), Creed and deed – towards a Christian theology of social services in the Salvation Army,
Oakville, ON ; R. J. Green, War on two fronts: William Booth’s theology of redemption,
Alexandria, VA ; and C. McKenna, ‘“A Christian church and a registered
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holiness revivalism that impacted the Booths stressed a disembodied salva-
tion and named individual sin as the cause of poverty above more systemic
causes. The Booths, however, were always in agreement with Wesley’s
Arminianism and concern about antinomianism – if it was possible to
lose salvation, it was crucial for a believer’s sanctification to be expressed
through works like care for the poor. Rehearsing generational debates
between Arminians and Calvinists, they were always wary of the
Reformed emphasis on the sovereignty of God if this meant detracting
from human free will and ability to respond to God’s grace. If any divide
between soul and body initially existed, William Booth’s famous dictum
soon defined the practical reality: it is impossible to preach to someone
with an empty stomach.
In this regard, part of Catherine Booth’s critique of respectable

Christianity was the indifference which comfortable Christianity showed
to those struggling at the bottom of society:

What a name may be acquired in modern Christendom by the judicious use of a
few hundred pounds per year, without so much as speaking a kind word to a
brother or sister in need, or denying yourself a moment’s ease or a single
luxury! Is it not notorious that in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred it is simply
the possession of a certain amount of wealth which gives a man or woman his or
her grade in religious as well as in civil society, and that people chosen for and
entrusted with leading positions in churches, are simply those who have the best
houses of their own?

Eberhard was clearly impacted by his encounter and interactions with the
Heilsarmee, and it appears to have been the perception of joyful, Spirit-filled
ministry despite (or perhaps because of) the simple, poverty-embracing
witness of the Salvationists that inspired him. The Booths’ critique of
comfortable Christianity pierced his conscience and challenged the form
of Christianity he had grown up with in the Prussian state Church.
Reflecting later on his youth, Eberhard would stress that in relation to
other Christian circles he was involved in, ‘There was more in the
Salvation Army. For there a deep social understanding for the outer and

charity”: exploring the relationship between faith and charitable action within the
Salvation Army in dialogue with William Booth and Lesslie Newbigin’, unpubl. MA
diss. Cambridge .

 See, for instance, C. Booth, The Salvation Army in relation to the Church and State and
other addresses, London , –.  Booth, Popular Christianity, .

 Victorian journalist and ‘chronicler of the dispossessed’ Margaret Harkness cap-
tures well the work of the Salvation Army in  that would have inspired
Eberhard: ‘They go to the slummers with a Bible in one hand, with the other free to
nurse the sick and help the helpless. No room is too filthy for them to work or pray
in; no man or women is too vile for them to call brother or sister. They penetrate
into cellars where no clergyman or priest has ever entered, and spend hours among
people who frighten policemen’: In darkest London, Cambridge , .
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especially the inner need of the oppressed classes was added to the
Methodist way of preaching conversion and salvation.’ Members of the
Bruderhof would have to renounce private property, and the group
would hold all things in common. The early Bruderhof communities
often did not have enough to go around, and simple living is a key tenet
of Bruderhof life to this day.
Eberhard would eventually come to a more mature position, rejecting

close Church-State relations after the First World War, which would incorp-
orate sources beyond just the Salvation Army, but statements like the fol-
lowing in  would have more than a resemblance to Catherine Booth:

The question is whether the world church, which in practice has sided with wealth
and protected it, which has sanctified Mammon, christened warships and blessed
soldiers going into war, whether this church has not in essence denied Him whom
it confesses with words. The question is whether the Christian state … is not the
most anti-divine institution that ever existed. The question is whether a state that
protects privilege and wealth as well as the organized church is not diametrically
opposed to what is to come when God comes and Jesus establishes the order of
justice.

Another area where the influence of Salvationist spirituality can be seen is
Eberhard’s emphasis on fully surrendering one’s life to God’s will as an
expression of sanctification and holiness. This was a key theme in the holi-
ness revivalism that inspired the Booths. The revivalist preacher and writer
Phoebe Palmer, for instance, who played a major role in the formation of
the early Salvation Army, put great stress upon a full surrender ‘of body,
soul, and spirit; time, talents, and influence’, which are all placed on the
altar as a ‘living sacrifice’ in line with Matthew xxiii..
There are not many themes the Booths returned to more often in their

writing and speaking than surrender to God’s purposes in the search for
holiness and sanctification. A few brief quotations illustrate this language
which is repeated time and again. Speaking in  and reflecting upon
Abraham’s willingness to give up Isaac, Catherine recounts how the
Salvation Army is

constantly talking to thousands of people who know just what God wants of them.
We cannot bring many of them any new light or new Gospel…My dear friends, let
me persuade you to trample under foot that idol, to tear down that refuge of lies…

 Eberhard Arnold, ‘The youth of Eberhard Arnold’, manuscript,  Sept. ,
BHA, <https://www.eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.

 Idem, ‘The God Mammon’, manuscript,  Jan. , BHA, <https://www.
eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.

 P. Palmer, Way of holiness: a narrative of religious experience resulting from a determin-
ation to be a bible Christian, New York , –. For more on Palmer’s influence on
the Booths see Taylor, Like a mighty army, –.
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When you come to a full surrender, my friends, you will get what you have been
seeking.

Another of William Booth’s famous dictums stresses that ‘the greatness of a
man’s power is the measure of his surrender’. In a little book entitled
Purity of heart he asserts, ‘Purifying faith compels the surrender of every-
thing that stands in the way of the possession of holiness. It is willing to
pay the price … Oh, my comrades, have you got thus far? Does your
faith duly value the treasure we are talking about? If not, it cannot be
said to be purifying faith.’
While never specifically naming the Booths as the inspiration, there are

various occasions when Eberhard and Emmy use similar language. In their
engagement letters fromMarch  to December , a period of active
involvement with the Heilsarmee, Eberhard wrote often to Emmy on this
theme. In order to understand Scripture, ‘we must be utterly sincere in
having surrendered ourselves totally to Jesus’. Writing about his sister
Betty, Eberhard worries (in a manner very similar to the above quotation
from Catherine Booth) that she ‘doesn’t possess new life in and for Jesus
… Obviously I hope that she will still be saved, but that won’t be possible
without complete surrender’. One year before their wedding,
Eberhard confirms that ‘the main things he [God] wants for me are
) an awareness of sin and humbling, ) full surrender and renunciation
of the world, and ) deep community of love with God and Jesus’.
This theme of surrender is one that would remain with Eberhard as the

Bruderhof developed in the s and s. Writing in  on the
theme of community living, he stressed that ‘in the context of church com-
munity, justice does not consist in making and satisfying even reasonable
demands for personal rights; on the contrary, it consists in giving each
member the opportunity to risk everything, to surrender himself com-
pletely so that God may become incarnate in him and so that the
kingdom may break into his life with power’. Later in , after a
novice member of the Bruderhof abandoned the community and his
family, Eberhard reflected that ‘people can remain here only if they

 C. Booth, Papers on godliness: reports of a series of addresses delivered at James’s Hall,
London, W., during , London , –.

 There is no published source of William Booth’s with this quotation, but another
evangelist, Dr J. Wilbur Chapman, claims to have heard it from him: Airdrie & Coatbridge
Advertiser,  Oct. , .  W. Booth, Purity of heart, London , .

 Eberhard Arnold to Emmy van Hollander,  Apr. , in Love letters, .
 Eberhard Arnold to Emmy van Hollander,  Nov. , ibid. .
 Eberhard Arnold to Emmy van Hollander,  July , ibid. .
 Eberhard Arnold, Why we live in community, Walden, NY  (German edn ,

rev. ), .
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have surrendered unconditionally and forever to the gathering, uniting
power of Jesus Christ’.
Surrender seemingly remained a focus for the Bruderhof after

Eberhard’s death too. At the joint worship service between the
Bruderhof and Salvation Army at the Cotswold Bruderhof in ,
Bruderhof member Balz Trümpi reflected:

The love of our [Salvationist] friends reminds me of fire; and because of that I am
reminded of a fire in my own heart and of a fire which we experienced on our Alm
Bruderhof … [T]he fire burned me because I felt that I still had not left all to
follow him … It was my daily prayer that I might be led to such people as were
ready to give up and surrender all for Jesus’ sake.

In summary, while the Booths and their Salvation Army were certainly not
the only, or even the most significant influence, it is clear they had an
important and under-appreciated impact on Eberhard and the nascent
Bruderhof communities. The main thrust of this impact can be sum-
marised as helping Eberhard contrast a dead, powerless form of
Christianity, with which he had grown up, to what he perceived to be a
Spirit-filled, living and convicting Christianity represented (among
others) by the Salvation Army. Under this central theme, other subthemes
can be noticed – two of which this article has attempted to outline: the
Salvation Army helped Eberhard better understand the social responsibil-
ities required of true Christians and also the spiritual importance of per-
sonal and collective surrender to God. This is not an exhaustive list of
areas of congruence; other areas can be identified such as the centrality
of eschatology for Salvationist and Bruderhof thinking and action,
the importance of retrieving Early Church practice in light of modern

 Quoted in Baum, Against the wind, .
 Balz Trümpi, meeting transcript, Cotswold Bruderhof,  Feb. , trans. from

German, BHA, coll. , box , folder .
 The Booths’ eschatology was unmistakably post-millennial in the sense that it is

the task of Christians in partnership with God to bring about the millennium and the
Parousia. For a helpful outline of the importance of eschatology for the Booths and
early Salvation Army see Andy Miller III, ‘The good time coming: the impact of
William Booth’s eschatological vision’, unpubl. MA diss. Asbury Theological
Seminary .

 While Eberhard’s eschatology cannot be described as post-millennial, it is fair to
say that, like the Booths, he put eschatology front-and-centre of his theological
outlook in opposition to a Protestant liberalism which had banished it to a tangential
and future-oriented aspect of Christian theology. Perhaps the best designation of
Eberhard’s eschatology would be ‘apocalyptic’ along the lines of the Blumhardts and
Barth, where Christ’s return is not pushed away into the future, nor necessarily
expected imminently, but the stress is upon anticipation of God’s final victory breaking
through in invasive and unexpected ways into the present.
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apostasy, and association with but ultimate rejection of political social-
ism, and these may be fruitful areas for future research.

Divergences between Eberhard, the Bruderhof and the Salvation Army

The focus of this article is the attempt to draw out the previously under-ana-
lysed and under-appreciated influence of the Salvation Army upon
Eberhard and the Bruderhof. Much could be said, of course, about the
divergences between the two movements or denominations. Eberhard
ultimately decided not to join the ranks of the Heilsarmee, and there are
various reasons for this. It is interesting to briefly note some such diver-
gences which can be considered along with the convergences noted in
the previous section.
Despite Eberhard’s lifelong appreciation of the Salvation Army, a

common criticism is the movement’s lack of a biblical foundation. Even
during the time when both were deeply involved with the Heilsarmee,
Eberhard asks Emmy: ‘Had you known that the Salvation Army is at work
in such a many-sided way? We want to learn from them, since joining
them has to be impossible for us, according to the Bible.’ During his
trip to the North American Hutterites in , Eberhard observes to
Emmy that the Hutterites view the Salvation Army in a positive light as a
group whose ‘words prove themselves in deed’, and ‘the Salvation Army
is well known on the hofs’, though ‘they recognize the weakness of its bib-
lical content but also the strength of its insistent earnestness’. In 
Eberhard reflects how he ‘withdrew and entered the Salvation Army,
because I saw there a connection between the enlightened preaching
and the social application, and I almost became a practical co-worker.

 This is a significant theme in much early Salvationist writing. Contrasting modern,
unfaithful Christianity with the biblical and Early Church witness is a major theme in
Catherine Booth’s Popular Christianity, as some of the previous quotations have illu-
strated. This was also a major theme for Eberhard Arnold who edited a volume of
early church writings: The early Christians in their own words, Farmington, CT .

 For the Salvation Army and socialism see A. R. Wiggins, The history of the Salvation
Army, V: –, London–Edinburgh , –, and Woodall, What price the
poor? Eberhard had significant links with socialists and social democrats at various
stages throughout his life but would forcefully state in : ‘just as much as we
support the positive demands of justice and community of the Revolution, of
Socialism and Communism, we energetically deny and fight against their negative,
destructive way of achieving this’: ‘Reply from Eberhard Arnold’, Sept. , BHA,
<https://www.eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.

 Eberhard Arnold to Emmy von Hollander,  Mar. , trans. from German,
BHA, coll. _.

 Eberhard Arnold to Emmy Arnold,  Sept. , BHA, <https://www.
eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>. ‘Hofs’ here refers to the
different Hutterite communities.
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What kept me from doing this was the lack of clarity for the deeper biblical
truths’. While never specifying these criticisms, other comments suggest
what the source of this concern may have been.
Writing after Eberhard’s death, Emmy reflects that while he seriously

considered joining the Salvation Army, ‘he realized more and more that
they approached things in a rather one-sided, religious way, and that
they lacked a certain depth in the way they handled the various social pro-
blems with which they were confronted’. As well as the later perception of
an overly simplified understanding of social issues, there is evidence that
both Emmy and Eberhard held concerns about some forms of
Pentecostalism and an over-emphasis on the work of the Spirit. In 
a group from Norway came to Halle and Emmy reports to Eberhard that
‘their focus is not the cross… Rather, it is being filled with the Spirit,
and (it seems to me) they try to force this to happen’. Eberhard replies:
‘Preaching in the Spirit without proclaiming Christ is very dangerous fan-
aticism. The Spirit is there only to glorify Christ and to testify to him and
his words.’
Randall notes how the ‘conjoining of Christ and the Spirit was something

to which Eberhard Arnold would return again and again’, and how ‘the
language of “souls” might imply more concern with the Holy Spirit’s
work in inner spiritual life than with its outworking in human relation-
ships’. Indeed, writing in , Eberhard would reflect,

We here are not a welfare institution or a soul-saving institute [Seelenrettungs-
Institut]. The saving of the individual soul is not our main concern. In this
respect, we differ from Bethel and also from the Salvation Army. Certainly we
too carry on good works, and certainly people are also saved, but that is not the
first concern, not the most important thing. Our interest is in the great, holy
cause, the kingdom of God, and mission to the world.

In a  letter to his sister Hannah, reflecting on association with revivalist
movements, Eberhard comments:

What I do oppose energetically is something altogether different: when in spite of
the experience of forgiveness people look away from this great heart of God and
remain bogged down in their own small heart; that people get completely lost in
their personal experience, their little, personal, self-centered life – precisely in
the religious sphere. They place a new self-centered life, an egotistical striving

 Eberhard Arnold, meeting transcript, Nov. , BHA, <https://www.
eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.

 Arnold, Joyful pilgrimage, .  Quoted in Baum, Against the wind, .
 Randall, Church community, –.
 Eberhard Arnold, meeting transcript,  June , BHA, <https://www.

eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.
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for personal purity, goodness, and happiness at the heart of their piety; even work
they do for others is done with an eye to their own happiness.

In  Eberhard would connect this criticism directly to the Salvation Army:

It is a fact that this Christianity of experience that concentrates on the individual
soul cannot endure for long. And so we find the peculiarity that these revival move-
ments have, of constantly flowing and ebbing. Ziegelwald – Möttlingen – Salvation
Army – Bethel. The constant attempt to maintain the same thoughts and feelings
afresh is impossible for the weak spirit in the long run; for the Spirit created by God
is greater than this one thought: sin – repentance – grace. This is how it comes
about that all these Christians for show [Paradechristen] have to create something
else in addition. This will either be politics, or else a change in their occupation.
So they postpone inner experiences until the morning and the evening, and
during the day they live in their occupations, just like the whole world.

In one sense, these are curious comments as Eberhard demonstrably
learned from and was inspired by the Salvation Army’s kingdom-oriented
social action and spirituality. Indeed, at times this comes close to a
double standard in Eberhard’s thinking and reflections. To suggest that
the Salvation Army was unconcerned by the ‘kingdom of God and
mission to the world’ seems not only to contradict Eberhard’s own experi-
ence with the Heilsarmee but to ignore the plethora of evidence showing
that the Salvation Army has one of the most outwardly focused missiologies
in the worldwide Church, combining evangelism with social action as a core
part of its identity. To claim that impoverished Salvationists serving the
slums of Berlin or other cities were ‘Christians for show’ whose lives dif-
fered little from the rest of the world also demonstrably contradicts the
inspiration he received from Salvationist witness earlier in his life.
Interpreting these criticisms, however, needs to be done contextually.

Firstly, all direct criticisms are in private correspondence and Eberhard
never shared these reflections in public on an organisation for which he
admitted having ongoing respect. Secondly, many of the criticisms come
after the National Socialists came to power in the s and when the
Bruderhof experienced increasing alienation and persecution while he per-
ceived other Christian groups (like the Heilsarmee) were compromising their
faithful witness. This likely impacted upon Eberhard’s assessment of the
Salvation Army at this time.

 Eberhard Arnold to his sister, Feb. , BHA, <https://www.eberhardarnold.
com/explore/all-articles////letter-to-his-sister-hannah>.

 Eberhard Arnold, meeting transcript,  July , BHA, <https://www.
eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.

 Rebecca Carter-Chand criticises the Heilsarmee for naively attempting an apolitical
witness in the s: ‘Doing good’, –, and ‘The politics of being apolitical: the
Salvation Army and the Nazi revolution’, Word and Deed xviii/ (), –.
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If some of Eberhard’s critiques are wide of the mark, others are arguably
more accurate. His central concern regarding Salvationism appears to be
that the form of holiness revivalism that the Booths drew from might be
strong on individual repentance and sanctification, but often does not
lead to an outworking of biblical Gemeinde or community. Criticism of the
movement’s radical holiness soteriology can and has been made by those
in the Salvation Army: that is, this soteriology can stress individual experi-
ence to the detriment of koinonia, sometimes veers towards unhealthy
pietism and hierarchy, and privileges pneumatology above Christology,
the incarnation and the doctrine of creation. While never specifically
naming this as the focus of the ‘unbiblical’ foundation of Salvationism, it
would make sense if it was this lack of attention to the outward manifest-
ation of communal life and biblical ecclesiology, something which he even-
tually found with the Hutterites.
At one stage Eberhard critiques the Salvation Army in London for not

doing enough to alleviate poverty in the East End. The reason, he suggests,
is that ‘they did not establish complete community in all things, including
material goods’. This is a reference to the fact that the Salvation Army did
not and does not insist on members sharing everything in common as is the
practice in Bruderhof communities. While this might represent an unreal-
istic expectation of one organisation’s ability to eradicate poverty (and a
double standard, as the Bruderhof was not able to do this in any area
where it operated), it is a clear indication of Eberhard’s view of the
Salvation Army: it was not concerned enough about Gemeinde. As he
would put it succinctly in , commenting on the work of Doris Lester

 See Taylor, Like a mighty army, –; Pallant, Keeping faith, –.
 Christopher Button, ‘That all shall be one: the theological interplay of holiness

and hierarchy’, Word and Deed xxv/ (), –.
 See R. D. Rightmire, The sacramental journey of the Salvation Army: a study of holiness

foundations, Alexandria, VA . It is Rightmire’s central thesis that pneumatology was
privileged above ecclesiology and sacramental theology with regard to the Salvation
Army’s understanding of the sacraments. As an extension of this, Rightmire criticises
(pp. –) William Booth for underappreciating creation and Christology: ‘There
were two crucial theological omissions, however, that have bearing on Booth’s sacra-
mental theology. One was in the area of creation and the other in the area of
Christology … Whether Booth’s omission of a theology of creation was conscious or
not, his sacramental position nonetheless implies a depreciation of the material
order in the economy of salvation. Closely connected to this is his Christological omis-
sion. While following Field with regard to evidences of Jesus’ divinity, Booth omits the
discussion of the humanity of Christ. Although holding to a Chalcedonian Christology
in his doctrinal statement, his spiritualized sacramental theology points in the direction
of Docetism, with its denial of the mediation of the spiritual through the material.’

 Eberhard Arnold, meeting transcript, May , BHA, <https://www.
eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.
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in Kingsley Hall: ‘As in the Salvation Army… a purely personal Christianity
is insufficient for true community.’
In addition to this, an interesting point can be made regarding attitude

towards the state and wider establishment. I noted in the previous section
that the Salvation Army helped Eberhard articulate his discomfort with the
form of Christianity he had grown up with – one which had strong links to
the state and wealth, and which was closely associated with societal respect-
ability. While this was certainly true, an inverse pattern can be noted
regarding the directions of Eberhard and the Salvation Army in this
regard. Baum observes how, on the eve of the First World War, Eberhard
‘had lost his youthful edge. Had he grown more staid and middle-class?
It almost seems so’. He wrote in support of the German war effort and
‘for a long time [he] swam with the broad current of popular sentiment’.
As the war progressed, however, he became more disillusioned with patri-
otism and by , after a sustained period of reflection on the Sermon on
the Mount, Eberhard began to express a pacifistic understanding of faith
that would famously develop into the more mature non-violent theology
of the Bruderhof today.
Despite this brief return to a more respectable and popular form of

Christianity, the general direction of Eberhard’s life is clear: from
growing up in the state Church of his parents with all its establishment
links, he would come to reject these and pursue a more radical form of
the faith which held the wisdom of the world and the approval of wider
society in much lower regard.
The Salvation Army, on the other hand, can arguably be seen (at least in

the Western world) to take an inverse path. When it burst into public life in
the mid- to late nineteenth century it held all the hallmarks of a radical
Methodist, non-conformist and revivalist mission: often despised by State
and Church authorities, causing offence and public disruption, and far
from being concerned about its external reputation, it took pride in such
missional tactics. Eason notes, however, that a shift can be observed
between  and  where the Salvation Army’s attitude to the
British Empire, patriotism and its external reputation began to soften, in
particular after William Booth launched his ‘Darkest England’ project in
 – an ambitious attempt to raise the ‘submerged tenth’ from absolute
poverty, and for which he needed to raise significant funds from the
public. Walker puts it succinctly when she states how, by the early

 Eberhard Arnold, meeting transcript,  May , BHA, <https://www.
eberhardarnold.com/archive////s>.

 Baum, Against the wind, .  Ibid. .  Ibid. .
 Andrew M. Eason, ‘Religion in an age of empire: the Salvation Army and British

imperialism, –’, Journal of Religious History xlv/ (), –. Incidentally
this also coincides with the death of Catherine in , arguably the more systematic
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twentieth century, the Salvation Army had ‘moved from being a sensa-
tional, revivalist sect at odds with the Church, police, and local govern-
ments to being a religious organization with a social service wing that was
often the more prominent part and with strong ties to other Christian
and state-run agencies’.
Carter-Chand also perceives this development with regard to the

Heilsarmee: while it was received with suspicion and even persecution in
its early years, a desire to become accepted in wider German society
began to emerge from the s onwards. This does not mean that
much of theHeilsarmee did not still exhibit its disruptive and radical tenden-
cies when Eberhard encountered it – institutions do not change over-
night – but there is a clear change of direction towards greater concern
about public image from around this time. This is especially the case
with regard to the Salvation Army’s social work, which would increasingly
become divorced from the worshipping body of Salvationists in corps.
It was noted earlier that Wiggins’s account of the Heilsarmee’s history
between  and  exhibited much public opposition in Germany.
In his subsequent account of the period –, there is a marked
change in tone with ‘prominent German statesmen also [giving] unstinted
acclamation to the work of the Army’, and the increased social work
‘attracting the influential people of the country’.
Carter-Chand suggests that the Heilsarmee eventually embraced German

patriotism in order to overcome a long-standing inferiority complex along-
side the need to keep public donations up. This would tragically lead it
to a quietism or even support of the Nazi regime when it came to power in
the s, something the Bruderhof managed to resist, arguably because
of the inverse journey the group had taken in this regard.
Links between the Salvation Army, Eberhard Arnold and the Bruderhof

have been under-analysed and under-appreciated. While it would be
inaccurate to claim that the Booths and the Salvation Army were the
most significant influence on Eberhard and the movement he founded,
there is good reason to consider it a meaningful and significant relation-
ship and source of inspiration. Indeed, it was the witness of a Salvationist
who first awakened Eberhard to what he perceived to be a living, Spirit-

thinker of the two Booths and the more radical in her attitude towards the British estab-
lishment. For an account of Catherine Booth as a thinker and theologian see J. Read,
Catherine Booth: laying the theological foundations of a radical movement, Eugene, OR .

 Walker, Pulling the devil’s kingdom down, .
 Carter-Chand, ‘Doing good’, –.
 Sam Tomlin, ‘Conceiving the corps as a polity: the Salvation Army and Stanley

Hauerwas’, Word and Deed xxii/ (), –.  Wiggins, History, v. .
 Ibid. v. .  Carter-Chand, ‘Doing good’, –.
 See Barth, Embassy besieged. For the Heilsarmee in the s see n.  above.
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filled faith, as opposed to what he would later perceive as the lifeless,
popular and compromised form of faith that he had grown up with.
Both Eberhard and Emmy were practically involved with the Heilsarmee,

read and were demonstrably inspired by the Booths and the historical
record shows a continuing relationship between the Bruderhof and the
Salvation Army until the Second World War. This historical account is
backed up by Eberhard in his writings, both specifically naming the
influence of the Salvation Army and through wider theological and spirit-
ual continuities like the emphasis on surrendering one’s life to Christ.
While this influence is clear, it is also evident that Eberhard moved
beyond the Booths in his own thinking, critiquing their individualistic
understanding of holiness and finding a theology with deeper political
gravity, able to withstand the lure of nationalism exhibited by the
National Socialists in Germany, when most German Salvationists were
not. In this regard, the examples of both movements’ attitudes (and how
they developed) towards the state and wider society should be instructive
and of interest to Churches and denominations today.
Finally, as well as filling a gap in the literature, linking two small, but well-

known movements in church history, this study outlines an example of the
influence and interaction between two wider traditions, namely Methodist
non-conformism, and Anabaptism. The early Salvationist critique of
respectability and establishment links stayed with Eberhard and found con-
tinuity with his Anabaptism. Historically, even after Eberhard formalised
relations with the Hutterites in  and passed away in , there are
documented examples of interactions in the UK until the Second World
War. The retrieval and presentation of historical interaction and
influence in this article may provide further opportunity and impetus for
interaction and fellowship between these movements and traditions today.
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